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Let A be the coordinate ring of an affine piece of a smooth curve, p, defined 
over either R or an algebraically closed field K. We ask which maximal ideals of A 
are principal. We give a complete determination if r has genus 0 or 1, and give 
partial results if p has genus > 2. We conjecture that if k is algebraically closed 
of characteristic 0, genus (P) > 2, then A has only fmitely many principal 
maximal ideals. This conjecture is equivalent to the Mordell Conjecture of 
Diophantine Geometry. 
Let K be a field and A a finitely generated K-algebra which is a Dedekind 
domain, i.e., V = Spec(A) is a non-singular irreducible affine curve over k. 
We propose to study the disposition of the principal maximal ideals of A, i.e., 
their number and location. 
The starting point for this investigation was a theorem we proved in [6]. 
Roughly speaking, we showed: If  A is a regular affine R-algebra whose real 
points correspond to a smooth manifold M, then no maximal ideal of A corre- 
sponding to a point on a compact component of M can be generated by a regular 
sequence. For example, no maximal ideal in R[zO ,..., xJ(~& xi2 - 1) corre- 
sponding to a real point on Sn can be generated by n elements. Another example 
is given by a real curve: no maximal ideal corresponding to a real point on a 
smooth compact component of the curve can be principal. 
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It is natural to then ask: Where are the principal maximal ideals located and 
how many are there? 
In attempting to answer this question we were led to consider the same 
question over an algebraically closed field. We then discovered an interesting 
relationship between our question and the Mordell conjecture, which we 
discuss. 
The paper is organized in the following way: We first assume K is an alge- 
braically closed field, set up the notation for the problem and give complete 
answers in case we have a curve of genus 0 or 1. We then show the relationship 
between our question and the Mordell conjecture. 
Next we consider curves over R and discuss what we know for curves of 
genus 0 or 1. 
Finally, we raise some questions about analogues of the problem for dimen- 
ions > 1. 
We are greatly indebted to E. Bombieri and S. Ramanan for many helpful 
and penetrating discussions. In particular, Example 1.7 and Theorem 1.10 are 
due to Bombieri. We would also like to thank The Institute for Advanced 
Study for its hospitality in the Academic Year 1977-78, during which the ideas 
herein took shape. 
Notation. We use A,” to denote the scheme Spec(R[x, ,..., x,]). By an 
irreducible affine curve V = Spec(A), we mean a closed subscheme of Akn, 
i.e. A = K[x, ,..., x&4 where + is prime in K[x, ,..., x,] and dim A = 1. We 
shall call V a smooth curve when A is a Dedekind domain. Since every field K we 
consider will be perfect, this coincides with the usual notion of smoothness. We 
let frac(A) denote the field of fractions of the domain A. 
A maximal ideal of A corresponds to a closed point of V, and we shall inter- 
change the words “point” and “maximal ideal” freely. Since A is a Dedekind 
domain, every maximal ideal HZ of A is generated by 2 elements. If  nt is a principal 
ideal, we shall refer to the corresponding point of V as a principal point. We 
note that ~2 is principal i f f  it is generated by a regular sequence (of length 1). 
Also, if A/M ctl K, then we shall refer to the point corresponding to HZ as a 
K-point and the set of K-points will be denoted V(K). 
We use PKn to denote the scheme Proj(K[x, ,..., x,]). The map “x,, = 1”: 
h[x, ,..., xn] + h[xx, )...) XJ gives an embedding of Akn into Pkn as an open 
subscheme. If V is a closed subscheme of Akn, the closed subscheme of Pkn 
induced by this embedding will be called “the” projective closure of I’ and 
denoted v. The closed points of p - V will be called the points at co of v. 
Algebraically, if I’ = Spec(A), A = k[x, ,..., x,]/I, JC k[x,, ,..., xn] is the 
homogenization of I and B = K[x, ,..., xJ/J, then 7 N Proj(2). 
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1. CURVES IN Akn, k ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED 
PROPOSITION 1 .l. I f  V = Spec(A) is a smooth afine curve of genus 0, then 
A is a P.I.D. Every maximal ideal of A is generated by a regular sequence (of 
length 1). 
Proof. l7 is isomorphic to an affine open subset of the non-singular model 
of its projective closure. As 12 is algebraically closed and genus C’ = 0, the 
non-singular model is Pkl. Thus V = Pkl - {p, ,..., p,}, m > 1, the p, closed 
points of P,1. 
Now A is the intersection of the valuation rings of K = frac(A) centered on 
the closed points of V. Thus, A is an overring of the intersection, B, of all the 
valuation rings centered on Pl> - { pr]. As B N k[x], A must be a P.I.D. 
Curves of genus > 0. 
Let V = Spec(A) be a smooth affine curve over k. With no loss of generality, 
we may assume that A is presented so that v  = Proj(A) is a non-singular 
complete curve. We shall make this a standing convention. 
Let genus (V) > 0 and Pic( v) denote the Picard variety of r. Fix a point P, 
on v  - V and map v  into Pit(v) by sending P to P - P, . This is an em- 
bedding since genus(v) > 0, and an isomorphism if genus(v) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let V = Spec(A) b e a smooth afine curve of genus > 0. 
Let I = I( I’) be the subgroup of Pit(v) generated by the P, - P,, as P, ranges 
over the points at co on v. Then P n V is precisely the set of principal points of V. 
In particular, there are only countably many prinnpal maximal ideals of A. 
Proof. Let P E I; correspond to a principal maximal ideal t-4 of A. Then 
the divisor 1 * P - (t) has support at co, i.e., in U(v) we have P == C ntP1 , 
where the P, are all points at co on v. Since C ni = 1, we have P - P,,, = 
C n,(P, - P,), an element of r n V. 
Conversely, suppose P - P, E I’. Then P = C n,P, in CZ( v), i.e., P - C ntPi 
= (t) for some t E frac(A). Such a t has no poles on V, so t E ,A. Since t has a 
simple zero at P and no other zeros on V, we conclude that P is a principal 
point of V. 
Since the group r is a finitely generated abelian group, the number of closed 
points in r n V is countable. 
COROLLARY 1.3 (Cunnea [4]). I f  V = Spec(A) is a smooth afine curve over 
an algebraically closed$eld k, then being a P.I.D. is a birational invariant: 
A is a P.I.D. *genus (V) = 0. 
Proof. We have to show that if genus(V) > 0, we cannot have v  C I’. But 
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r generates Pic( r) as a group, so y  C I’ would imply I’ = Pic( r). This cannot 
be, since r is jiniteb generated and Pic( r) is divisible [IO]. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If  V = Spec(A) is a smooth afine curve of genus > 0 with 
exactly one point at co on r, then every maximal ideal of A requires two generators. 
Proof. In this case r = (0) and 0 $ V. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let V be an elliptic curve in Ak2 defined by an equation 
y2 =f(~), f(x) a cubic with distinct roots. vCPk2 is smooth and has exactly 
one point at co, so A = k[x, y]/( y2 - f) has no principal maximal ideals. 
When V = Spec(A) is an elliptic curve, r N Pit(V), and Proposition 1.2 
gives a complete description of the principal points: the set S of points at 
infinity generates r, and r - S is the set of principal points of V. This set is 
finite only if every point at infinity is a torsion point of V. 
When V has genus > 1, the intersection r n v  can be much smaller than I’. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Let V = Spec(A) C Ak2 be defined byf (x, y) = x3y + y3 + x. 
Then v  C Pk2 is a non-singular curve of genus 3 with exactly two points at 
infinity: P, = (0 : 1 : 0) and P2 = (1 : 0 : 0). The points Pl , P2 , and P3 = 
(0 : 0 : 1) are flexes on r, and the inflextion tangents at these points form a 
triangle with vertices P, , P2 , P3 . From this we see that r is cyclic of order 7 
in Pit(v) and contains P3 - Pl . Th e principal maximal ideal corresponding 
to P3 is yd. 
In fact, P3 is the only principal point on V. To see this, set D, = (n + l)P, - 
nP, . I f  Q is a principal point, we must have Q - Pl = n(Pl - P2) for some n, 
and this can occur only if Z(Dn) # 0. It suffices, then, to show that Z(Dn) = 0 
unless n = -1, 0, 2 (mod 7). Since V is not hyperelliptic, Z(2P,) = Z(2P2) = 1. 
It follows that Z(D-l) = Z(DJ = 1, Z(D-,) = Z(DJ = 0. Since (y/z) = 
-3P, + 2P2 + P3 we have Z(D,) = 1. By Riemann-Roth, Z(4P,) = 2, so 
Z(D,) = 0. Finally, we conclude that Z(D-,) = 0 for the following reason: If  
(t) + D-, 3 0, then (ty/.z) + PI + P2 > 0. By Riemann-Roth, Z(P, + P2) = 1, 
so ty/z is constant. But then D-, + (t) = D_, - (y/z) = Pl + P2 - P3 , which 
is a contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 1.7 (Bombieri). In this example we show that for every charac- 
teristic p # 0 there is a plane curve V = Spec(A) of genus > 1 for which A 
has infinitely many principal maximal ideals. 
Let F, denote the field with p elements, and k the algebraic closure of F,(t), 
t an indeterminate. We fix a p-power 4 = pm > 2 and let V = Spec(A) be 
the plane curve defined by the equation 
xQ+l + y*+l = ty” + 1. 
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V is then a smooth projective plane curve of genus & - 1)/Z > 1. There are 
4 + 1 points at co, all of the form P, = (1 : p : 0) where p’J+l = -1. 
To see that infinitely many closed points of V correspond to principal maximal 
ideals of A, we define an endomorphism d on v  as follows. Given a point P 
on v, let 1 be the tangent line to v  at P. We will show (in Lemma 1.8) that 2 
meets v  at P with multiplicity at least Q. We then define AP to be that unique 
other point of v  on 1, setting AP = P if no other point exists. For example, 
note that AP = P at the 4 + 1 points on V with x = 0. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let V, v  be as above and let P = (a : p : y) be a closed point 
on v. I f  1 is the tangent line to P at P, then the intersection cycle of 1 with r is 
qP + AP, where 
AP = (a”” : /3’ : y’) 
/3’ = tp2 + (tQ+l + l)B”” 
y’ = fp2 + p2 = (tp + pp. 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward. More generally, let p C Pk2 be 
a curve defined by (x, xg) = 0 for some nondegenerate quadratic form (x, y) = 
C aiix,yj on k3. Then v  is smooth and the tangent line 1 to v  at P is given by 
(y, Pq> = 0. The intersection cycle of 1 with r is qP + AP, where AP = 
( y, y”>P - (P, yg) y  in homogeneous coordinates. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let P, = (1 : p : 0) b e one of the points at injinity on r, 
The points A”P,, (n = 0, l,...) are all distinct in r. Moreover, they all lie in I’, 
since A”P,, = ((1 - (--q)“)/(l + q))(Z,P.> + (-q>“PD . 
In particular, the points A”P,#, n > 1, correspond to distinct princa’pal maximal 
ideals of A. 
Proof. From Lemma 1.8 it follows that if P is a closed point of v  with 
coordinates (1 : /3 : y) and /3, y  E F,[t], then AP = (I : p’ : y’) where p’, 
7’ E F,[t] and deg p’ > deg /3, deg y’ > deg y. Thus the A”P = (1 : /3tn) : y(“)) 
have /Yn), yen) with strictly increasing degrees, and thus are distinct. 
Finally, the equation for A”P, follows by induction from the equation 
AP + qP = (1) = (z) in Pit(v). 
Thus, in characteristic p # 0, we obtain curves of genus > 1 with infinitely 
many principal points. (If Q = 2, the same construction gives an elliptic curve 
with infinitely many principal points.) 
Remark (Bombieri). These curves give an example of an affine curve of 
genus 2 1, defined over the integers R = k[t] of a global field (k = F,(p)), 
with an infinite number of points in R. This shows that Siegel’s Theorem [7, 
p. 1271 goes wrong in characteristic p. 
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Bombieri has also pointed out that this curve is intimately tied up with the 
examples of [2]. Specifically, if we take x = 0 to be the line at infinitely, then 
the points at co are (0 : 1 : y), where y  *+l + +J - 1 = 0. The continued fraction 
1 
Y= 1 
t-t------- f2 + . . . 
converges in h((t-l)) and provides a point at co. 
We conjecture that it is not possible to find a curve in characteristic zero with 
infinitely many principal points and genus > 1: 
FPI Conjecture (Finite number of Principal maximal Ideals). 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, F C Pkn a smooth 
curve of genus > 2. Let A be the coordinate ring of the affine open set defined 
by x, = 0. There are only finitely many principal maximal ideals in ,4. 
To lend some support to this conjecture, we recall some notions. Let 1/ be a 
smooth curve of genus > 2 defined over a number field K, i.e., v  = Proj(rZ”), 
A = ~[x, ,..., x,1/1, I homogeneous. The curve over k is W = F xK k = 
Proj(a OK K). The Mordell Conjecture is that the set v(L) of L-rational points 
is finite for every number field L containing K. 
THEOREM 1.10 (Bombieri). The Model1 Conjecture is equivalent to the 
FPI Conjecture. 
Proof. We first assume that we are given a counterexample p to the Mordell 
Conjecture. That is, v  is defined over K and r(K) is infinite. Let J = J(y) 
be the Jacobian variety of r. By the Mordell-Weil Theorem [7], J(K) is a 
finitely generated abelian group, so the subgroup I’ generated by the set v(K) 
is also finitely generated. We choose a finite set S C r(K) generating I’. With 
no loss of generality, we may assume the cardinality of S is at least 2g + 1 
(g = genus r). By Riemann-Roth, there is an embedding v’c Ptn (k = 
algebraic closure of K) with S precisely the points at CO on v. By Proposition 1.2, 
this curve gives a counterexample to the FPI Conjecture. 
For the converse, let v  be a curve defined over an algebraically closed field K 
which is a counterexample to the FPI Conjecture. Choose a finitely generated 
subfield L which is a field of definition for v  and contains the coordinates of the 
points at co. Let W be a smooth projective curve over L such that Y = W x L k. 
Embed W in J = Pic( W) by sending some point at 00 to the origin. As the 
generators of r are L-rational, we have I’ C J(L). But W(L) = J(L) n v  contains 
r n V, so r n W(L) = r n i? In particular, W has an infinite number of 
L-rational points. 
Let K be the algebraic closure of Q in L, and set E = L OK Q. By Grauert’s 
Theorem [I I], there is an E-isomorphism f : W xL E % X X, E for some 
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smooth curve X defined over Q. Moreover, W(E) - f-lx(Q) is a finite set, i.e., 
f-IX(Q) is infinite. By replacing K and L by finite extensions we can arrange 
that X is defined over K and that f is an L-isomorphism, i.e., f : W T X x K L. 
But now f preserves L-rational points, so we see that X(Q) n X(L) = X(K) is 
an infinite set. Since [K : Q] < co, this would be a counterexample to the 
Mordell Conjecture. 
2. REAL CURVES 
In this section, we would like to consider curves in As*, R the real numbers. 
There are some new features that arise in this case, some coming from the 
topology of R. 
If A is a finitely generated R-algebra, we first consider the effect upon A of 
the base change R --f C. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a jinitely generated commutative R-algebra. 
(1) If A is a domain, then B = A OR C is a domain 9 i = -11/2 $ frac(A). 
(2) A is regular o A OR C is regular. 
(3) If HZ is a maximal ideal of A, then either 
(i) A/OZ ‘v R and mB is a maximal ideal of B, or 
(ii) A/M ‘v C and MB = +$Z, where/ is maximal in B and “-” denotes 
the automorphism of B induced by complex conjugation in C. 
Proof. (1) Every element of B may be uniquely expressed in the form 
a, + (a2 @ i), ai E A. Such an element is a zero-divisor in B iff C; :;][a = [$ 
has a nontrivial solution in A2. This is the case iff aI + a22 = 0 in A, i.e., just in 
case i E frac(A) and a, = fia, . 
(2) Since we are in characteristic zero, this follows from the Jacobian 
criterion [8, p. 2141. 
(3) We have an exact sequence 0 + +PZ --I+ A --f A/M + 0. Applying 
8s C gives (A/H) @a C = B/m B. It follows that (i) if A/M = R, then MB 
is maximal, and (ii) if A/ m = C, then B/MB N C @C N C x C, so that 
IZB = #++- with ++ distinct maximal ideals of B. If x E A satisfies x2 = - 1 
(mod IZ), then ei: = (1 @ 1 f x @ i)/2 are idempotent in B/&B, and #+ = 
HZB + e&B. The involution a @ x -+ a @ 2 induced by complex conjugation 
interchanges e* , and we are done. 
Lemma 2.1 will be our main tool in discussing the descent from C to R. We 
shall frequently invoke the following lemma as well. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A, B, m, # be as in Lemma 2.1, (3) (ii), where A is a domain. 
If +z is principal in B, then m is principal in A. 
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Proof. If+ = (f), then? = (J) an d so mB = (ff))B. Let d = ff, and note 
d E A. Hence if a E A, we have a = db for some b E B. Also, a = d6 and so 
d(b - 6) = 0 in B. Since B is a domain, we obtain b = 6 and so b E A. 
Remark. We do not know whether or not Lemma 2.2 generalizes to maximal 
ideals of height > 1, i.e. (in the notation of Lemma 2.2) if / (and hence 3) is 
generated by a regular sequence of length 2 > 1, is the same true for wz ? 
From now on, we shall assume R is algebraically closed in frac(A) (equivalently 
i Q$ A) when discussing a smooth real curve V = Spec(A). 
We now state a special case of a theorem we proved in [6] which will help 
us to find the principal maximal ideals in the co-ordinate rings of real curves. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let V = Spec(A) be a smooth a#ne curve, so that V(R) = 
(closed pts. P corresponding to ideals m of A with A/GW N R) is I-dimensional (as 
a manifold in R”). I f  M is a compact component of V(R) and if P E M, then the 
maximal ideal of A corresponding to P requires 2 generators. This conclusion is 
still valid if we enlarge A by localizing at functions vanishing nowhere on M. 
Real curves of genus = 0. 
Let A be a Dedekind R-algebra, i # A, and let K = frac(A). We define the 
genus of V, V = Spec(A), to be the genus of the field K @a C = frac(A @& C). 
Now, Chevalley [3] has given a very complete description of the real function 
fields of genus = 0. Recall that the real (resp. complex) valuations on frac(A) 
correspond to the real (resp. complex) points of r, V = Spec(A), when r is 
smooth. A real valuation is a D.V.R. (V, m) C frac(A) with V/nz ‘v R. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let V = Spec(A) b e a non-singular real curve of genus 0 
and K = frac(A). Either 
(1) K N R(t), or equivalently, K has a real valuation, or 
(2) [K : R(t)] = 2, and K has no real valuations. 
Proof. (See [3].) 
Now, in each of these cases it is easy to describe a non-singular model. 
In the first case v = Pal, and in the second case ti E Proj(A), where A is 
the homogeneous ring for A = R[x, y]/(x2 + y2 + 1). 
Case 1. K II R(t). 
We obtain the ring A by intersecting all but finitely many of the valuation 
rings of R(t). If we intersect all but the valuation ring (V, M), we obtain either 
R[x] or R[x, y]/(x2 + y2 - I), depending on whether V/a is R or C. Since both 
have torsion Picard groups, omitting more valuations just gives a localization 
of the initial ring. Now R[x] is a P.I.D., so it follows that either A is a P.I.D. 
or a localization of R[x, y]/(~” + y2 - 1) by functions vanishing nowhere on 5”. 
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In this case, the disposition of the principal points is given by Lemma 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.3. We may summarize this situation as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let V = Spec(A) be a non-singular real curve with K = 
frac(A) N R(t). Then V N Pa1 - {P, ,..., P,}, where the Pi are closed points 
of Pnl. The following are equivalent. 
(i) A is a P.I.D. 
(ii) At least one Pi is a real point. 
(iii) The real points V(R) are unbounded (in R” if V C AsA). 
In the exceptional case, V(R) is homeomorphic to a circle, all complex points are 
principal, and no real point is principal. 
Case 2. [K: R(t)] = 2, and there are no real valuations of K. That is, 
V = Spec(A), [frac(A): R(t)] = 2, and A/M NC for every maximal ideal m 
of A. By Corollary 1.2, A @n C is a P.I.D., so by Lemma 2.2, A is a P.I.D. also. 
These two cases complete our discussion of real curves of genus = 0. 
Real afine curves of genus > 0. 
We continue with our standard assumption: A is a f.g. R-algebra which is a 
Dedekind domain, and R is algebraically closed in K = frac(A). By “smooth, 
real affine curve” we shall mean V = Spec(A) for such a ring A; the smooth 
projective closure r is Proj(A), A the homogenization of A. 
If P,,, is a real point of p, we define a set map from the closed points of t;i to 
Pic(v x C) as follows. A real point P is sent to P - P, . If P is a complex 
point, there is a conjugate pair {Q, Q> of points on 7 x C lying over P; we send 
PtoQ+Q-2Pm.Th is map embeds r(R) into Pic(v x C) since the genus 
is not zero. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let V = Spec(A) b e a smooth real aBne curve of genus > 0. 
No real maximal ideal of A is principal unless V has at least two points at 03, one 
of them real. 
I f  P, is a real point at infinity, map r to Pic(v x C) as above and let I be 
the subgroup generated by the images of the points at 00. Then V(R) n r is exactly 
the set of real points of V corresponding to principal maximal ideals of A. In par- 
ticular, A has only a countable number of real principal maximal ideals. 
Proof. Let P be a principal real point of V corresponding to the maximal 
ideal tA. Then as divisors on v x C we have (t) = P - D, where D has sup- 
port at co. Now D is invariant under complex conjugation and has degree 1, 
so there must be a real point at co in the support of D. By Corollary 1.4 there 
is another point at co on 7 x C, hence on v. Moreover, P - P, = D - P, , 
which evidently lies in the subgroup r of Pic(r x C). 
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Conversely, suppose P E V(R) n I’. That is, P - P, = D - P, for some 
invariant divisor D with support at co. If P corresponds to the maximal ideal HJ 
of A, then MB is principal in B = A @J C by Proposition 1.2. In fact, if the 
divisor (t) is P - D, then B = tB. Now (t) = (t), so a: = i/t is an element of C 
with 1 01 / = 1. Choose p E C so that /3” = 01 and replace t by Pt. As ,f3//? = a: we 
now have i/t = 1, i.e., t E A. Since this implies that 11~ = tA, we are done. 
The group r’ of Proposition 2.6 is the invariant subgroup of the group r of 
Proposition 1.2. In the special case that all the points at co are real, these groups 
agree, and a real maximal ideal 2~ of A is principal if and only if WB is principal 
in B = A @C. The following result shows that more is true: B has no other 
principal maximal ideals. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let V = Spec(A) be a smooth, real affine curve of genus > 0 
and assume that all the points at co on r are real. Then every principal maximal 
ideal of A @ C is the extension of a real principal maximal ideal of A. In other 
words, every principal point on V x C “is” a principal point on V(R). 
Proof. Let P be a principal point of V x C corresponding to the maximal 
ideal tB. The divisor D = P - (t) is supported at the real points at co, so we 
must have P - (i) = P - (t), i.e., (t/i) = P - p. Since genus(V) # 0 this 
implies P = P. The result now follows from the above remarks. 
3. REAL ELLIPTIC CURVES 
Since we are primarily interested in the real points, this section will only 
deal with elliptic curves having a real point P, at infinity. By Proposition 2.6, 
this is a necessary condition for the existence of principal real points. We revert 
to the notation at the beginning of this paper, with F elliptic over R. 
Before we start, we note that if X, , ha , X, , h, E R are distinct, the equations 
xx: = 0, C&x: = 0 (i = l,..., 4) define a smooth elliptic curve with no 
real points. This example was pointed out by S. Ramanan. 
Now we know exactly what the possibilities are for the set of principal real 
points, in terms of the group law on v x C with origin P, . We also know that 
this set is disjoint from any bounded component of V(R). If A has only finitely 
many principal real points, there is little more we can say. For example, an 
elliptic plane curve is described in [6] with exactly one principal real maximal 
ideal, yet V(R) has four components. 
When V has infinitely many principal real points, their distribution is a little 
more spectacular. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V = Spec(A) be an elliptic curve dejined over R, and 
suppose A has infinitely many principal real maximal ideals. Then the set of principal 
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realpoints is countable and dense on every unbounded component of V(R), but misses 
the bounded component, if it exists. 
Proof. Choosing P, as the origin of the group v(C) turns r(R) into a Lie 
subgroup. By Harnack’s Theorem this Lie group is either S or S1 x t&l}, 
and F(R) is obtained by removing a finite set S which includes the origin P, . 
Let G be the topological closure of I’in r(R), so that G n V(R) = G - S 
is the closure of the set of principal real points in V(R). G is a compact, infinite 
Lie subgroup of v(R), so G = P(R) unless Y(R) = S x {&l} and G = 
S1 x {lj. In the first case G - S = V(R). In the second case S1 x {-I} is a 
bounded component, since it is disjoint from S. In both cases, G - S is exactly 
the set of unbounded components of V(R). 
We conclude this section with a discussion of the principal complex points. 
To describe the disposition of the principal complex points, we introduce the 
classical topology on the set M of complex maximal ideals of A. The set r(C) 
is homeomorphic to the torus in the classical topology, and has an involution 
given by complex conjugation. The homogeneous space is the set of closed 
points of r in the classical topology and M is a subspace. The following result 
is immediate. 
LEMMA 3.2. The closed points of Y form a smooth compact 2-dimensional 
manifold with boundary. The boundary is v(R), and M is an open submanifold. 
We remark that the homeomorphism type of the closed points of Y is com- 
pletely determined by v(R), and is either a closed annulus, a closed Mabius 
strip, or a Klein bottle. We refer the interested reader to [l, p. 651 for details 
of this classification. 
For convenience, we analyze the case where v  is smooth in PR2, V = Spec(A), 
-4 = R[r, ?,I/( f  ). In this case the complex points are fibered over r(R): 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The set M of complex points is in 1 - 1 correspondence with 
the set of (real) lines in R2 meeting p(R) in P2(R) exactly once, transversely. This 
rorrespondeme defines a smooth map nr: M -+ r(R) whose image is a closed com- 
ponent, and whose fibers are open subsets of RP1. 
Proof. Every point x of M is given by a pair of distinct conjugate points P, 
P in v(C). Given such a P, the line L through P and P has L . v(C) = Q + 
P + P for a unique Q E p(C). But L can be defined over R (an easy exercise), so 
in fact Q E v(R). It is clear that L meets v(R) exactly once, transversely, at Q. 
We define z(z) = Q. 
Conversely, given a real line L in the plane meeting v(R) exactly once at Q, 
transversely, then by Bezout’s Theorem L * r(C) = Q + PI + Pz . Now PI, 
Pz are not real points but L is invariant under conjugation, so PI = Pz . As L 
is not the line at infinity, Pl corresponds to a point x E ill, and Z-(X) = L. This 
gives the correspondence. 
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This correspondence gives a smooth embedding of M into r(R) x RP1 as 
an open submanifold, and v  is the restriction of the projection. Finally, r(R) 
has a unique component with an odd number of points at co, and it is clear that 
a linear meeting r(R) once, transversely, must meet P(R) on that component. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let FC PR2 be an elliptic curve, V = Spec(A), ,4 = 
R[x, y]/( f  ). Let I’, be the (countable) set of princ$al real points and rehl points 
at in$nity, I’ n P(R). Then the set of principal complex points of A is exactly 
the set +(I‘,,), which forms an uncountable subset of M of measure zero. 
Proof. Let x E M be given by the points P, P of r(C). The arguments of 
section 2 show that x is a principal complex point i f f  P + P E l? If  the line L 
corresponds to x, then in Pic(i’(C)) we have P + P + n(P) = (L) = (z) E r. 
Hence P + P E r i f f  n(x) E r, , i.e., x is principal just in case x E n-l(rJ. The 
last statement follows from Proposition 3.3 and the countability of I’,, . 
Remark 3.5. We have the following explicit construction of a generator 
of X. Let I E A be an equation of the line corresponding to x, and let the real 
maximal ideal V(X) be generated by s E A. Then t = Z/s lies in A and generates 
x. Conversely, if t E A generates the complex maximal ideal x, then s = Z/t 
lies in A and generates the real maximal ideal V(X). 
Assembling (2.6), (3.1) and (3.4), we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let r C Pa2 be an elliptic curve with a@ne coordinate ring A. 
The following are equivalent: 
(a) A has an inJinite number of principal real points. 
(b) The principal real points are dense on all unbounded components of V(R). 
(c) The principal complex points are dense (in the classical topology) in 
M-spec(A). 
(d) There are twopoints P, Q at infinity on vfor which (P + P) - (Q + &) 
is a torsion-free element of Pic( F(C)). 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let iT be an elliptic curve in Weierstrass normal form. That 
is, A = RCx, y]/(y' -f(x)), where f(x) E R[ x is a cubic with distinct roots I 
in C. Now v  has just one point at co: the flex P, = (0 : 1 : 0). Hence r = 0 
and every real maximal ideal of A requires two generators; no maximal ideal 
of A @ C is principal either. 
By Theorem 3.4, the principal complex points of V correspond to the vertical 
lines in the plane missing V(R), i.e., to the points of R - E, where E = 
b E R I f(a) 2 01. As f( x is cubic, this is an uncountable set. The maximal ) 
ideal of A corresponding to (Y E R - E is generated by x - 0~. 
This example generalizes as follows. 
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COROLLARY 3.8. Let r C PR2 be an elliptic curve with a&e coordinate ring A 
and only one real point P, = (a : p : 0) at 00, which is a JEex. Map V(R) to R 
using t(x, y) = px - ay, and let E C R be the closure of the image. Then E # R, 
and the only principal maximal ideals of A are the complex ones generated by t - OL, 
PER-E. 
I f  P, is the only point at infinity this is the situation covered by Example 3.7. 
Otherwise, the set E is bounded, and some t - 7, q E E, is the tangent line to P, . 
Proof. I f  (z) = P, + PO + pO, then the fact that P, is a flex means that 
P, + p,, = P, in the group F(C). In any event the group r = {Pm}. The lines 
through P, are <t = 72, (7 : {) E PB1, and by Proposition 3.3 the set E’ = 
((7 : 6) / St = 7,s is tangent to F(R) or meets v(R) outside Pa} is a proper, 
closed (in the classical topology) subset of RPl. As E = E’ n R it is clear that E 
is proper and closed. The result on principal ideals now follows from Theorem 
3.4. Finally, if V has a pair of complex points at infinity, z = 0 is not the 
tangent at P, , so E = E’. The last sentence of the corollary now follows. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let A = R[x, y]/(y(x2 + y2) - 1). Note that y  is a unit of 
3; y  = 0 is the tangent line to the flex P, = (0 : 1 : 0). The other points at 
infinity are (1 : &i : 0). The graph of V(R) resembles that of a normal distribu- 
tion, and E == [0, 11. Thus every maximal ideal of A requires two generators, 
except for the complex ones generated by y  - 01, 01 E R - [0, 11. 
4. GENERALIZATIONS FOR SURFACES AND HIGHER DIMENSIONS 
The purpose of this section is to recall a few theorems and ask a few questions. 
We assume now that K is an uncountable algebraically closed field of char = 0 
and V = Spec(A) is a smooth irreducible affine variety of dimension 2. We 
would like to know about the number and disposition of the maximal ideals 
of -4 which are generated by a regular sequence of length 2. The uncountability 
assumption contrasts with the curve case, where is was not needed (see Corollary 
1.3). 
Recently Murthy and Swan [9] have shown that the statement “Every maxi- 
mal ideal of -4 is generated by a regular sequence of length = 2” is a birational 
statement about A, i.e., depends on frac(A) only. It is a conjecture of Bloch 
that this is, in fact, equivalent to P,(V) = 0. N ow fix a Dedekind, affine k-algebra 
D; as every maximal ideal of D[x] is generated by a regular sequence of length 2, 
so is every maximal ideal of any regular A such that frac(A) = frac(D[x]). 
What is required, then, is an analogy between our result (Proposition 1.2) 
on the countability of the number of principal maximal ideals on a curve of 
genus > 0 and some result on the “number” of complete intersection points 
on a surface of pluri-genera > 0. Perhaps such points should lie on a countable 
(perhaps even finite) collection of curves on the surface. 
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Also, it was shown in [SJ that if R is any regular f.g. K-algebra and .4 = R[x], 
then every maximal ideal of A is generated by a regular sequence. In view of 
the Murthy-Swan result it is natural to ask to what extent this property of A 
is birational. 
Finally, it would be interesting to have a classification of real affine surfaces V 
such that P,(V @a C) = 0 and to study the maximal ideals of these. 
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